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Abstract
In this paper, we present a deductive object-oriented database system, called X-DEVICE, WHICH is
used as a repository for XML documents. X-DEVICE employs a powerful rule-based query language
for intelligently querying stored Web documents and data and publishing the results. XML
documents are stored into the OODB by automatically mapping the DTD to an object schema. XML
elements are treated either as objects or attributes based on their complexity, without loosing the
relative order of elements in the original document. The rule-based language features second-order
logic syntax, generalized path and ordering expressions, which greatly facilitate the querying of
recursive, tree-structured XML data and the construction of XML trees as query results. All the
extended features of the rule language are translated through the use of object metadata into a set of
first-order deductive rules that are efficiently executed against the object database using the system's
basic inference engine.
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1.
Introduction
Currently information is captured and exchanged over Internet through HTML pages, without any
conceptual structure. XML is the currently proposed standard for structured or even semi-structured
information exchange over the Internet. However, the maintenance of the information captured from
XML documents is essential for building long-lasting applications of industrial strength. The
enormous research and development of DBMSs should be re-used for managing XML data with the
minimum of effort. There already exist several proposals on methodologies for storing, retrieving
and managing XML data stored in relational and object databases.
Another important aspect of managing XML is effective and efficient querying and publishing
these data on the Web. There have been several query language proposals ([11], [2], [9]) for XML
data. Furthermore, recently the XML Query Working Group [24] of the WWW consortium issued a
working draft proposing XQuery, an amalgamation of the ideas present in most of the proposed
XML query languages of the literature. Most of them have functional nature and use path-based
syntax. Some of them, including XQuery, have also borrowed an SQL-like declarative syntax, which
is popular among users. Some of the problems relating to most of the above approaches is the lack of
a comprehensible data model, a simple query algebra and query optimization techniques. There are
proposals for a data model and a query algebra for XQuery, however it is not yet clear how these will
lead to efficient data storage and query optimization.
In this paper, we present a deductive object-oriented database system, called X-DEVICE, WHICH
is used as a repository for XML documents. X-DEVICE employs a powerful rule-based query
language for intelligently querying stored Web documents and data and publishing the results. The
advantages of using a logic-based query language come from their well-understood mathematical
properties. The declarative character of these languages also allows the use of advanced optimization
techniques.
X-DEVICE is an extension of the active object-oriented knowledge base system DEVICE ([4]).
DEVICE integrates high-level, declarative rules (namely deductive and production rules) into an
active OODB that supports only event-driven rules [13], built on top of Prolog. This is achieved by
translating each high-level rule into one event-driven rule. The condition of the declarative rule
compiles down to a set of complex events that is used as a discrimination network that incrementally
matches the rule conditions against the database.
In X-DEVICE, XML documents are stored into the OODB by automatically mapping the DTD to
an object schema. XML elements are treated either as objects or attributes based on their complexity,
without loosing the relative order of elements in the original document. The rule-based language
features second-order logic syntax, generalized path and ordering expressions, which greatly
facilitate the querying of recursive, tree-structured XML data and the construction of XML trees as
query results. All the extended features of the rule language are translated through the use of object
metadata into a set of first-order deductive rules that are efficiently executed against the object
database using the system's basic inference engine. The formal translation procedures have been
presented elsewhere [6]. In this paper we mainly focus on the use of the X-Device query language on
intelligently querying XML documents.
The outline of this paper is as follows: in section 2 we overview some of the related work done in
the area of storing and querying XML data in databases; Section 3 describes the mapping of XML
data onto the object data model of X-DEVICE; Section 4 presents the X-DEVICE deductive rule
language for querying XML data through several examples that have been adopted from the XML
Query working group ([24]). Finally, Section 0 concludes this paper and discusses future work.
2.
Related Work
There exist two major approaches to manage and query XML documents. The first approach uses
special purpose query engines and repositories for semi-structured data [15], [20], [21]. These
database systems are built from scratch for the specific purpose of storing and querying XML
documents. This approach, however, has two potential disadvantages. Firstly, native XML database
systems do not harness the sophisticated storage and query capability already provided by existing
1

database systems. Secondly, native XML database systems do not allow users to query seamlessly
across XML documents and other (structured) data stored in database systems. The second approach
captures and manages XML data within the data models of either relational ([23], [12], [14]) or
object databases ([25], [22], [10]). Our system, X-DEVICE, stores XML data into the object database
ADAM [16], because XML documents have by nature a hierarchical structure that better fits the
object model. Also references between or within documents play an important role and are a perfect
match for the notion of object in the object model.
When XML data are mapped onto relations there are some limitations: First, the relational model
does not support set-valued attributes, therefore when an element has a multiply-occurring subelement, the sub-element is made into a separate relation and the relationship between the element
and the sub-element is represented by a foreign key. The querying and reconstruction of the XML
document requires the use of "expensive" SQL joins between the element and sub-element relations.
On the other hand, object databases support list attributes; therefore, references to sub-elements can
be stored with the parent element and retrieved in a non-expensive way. A second limitation of
relational databases is that in order to represent relationships between elements-relations, join
attributes should be created manually. On the other hand, in object databases, relationships between
element-classes are represented in the schema by object-referencing attributes (pointers), which are
followed for answering queries with path expressions. Finally, relations are sets with no ordering
among their rows or columns. However, in XML documents ordering of elements is important,
especially when they contain textual information (e.g. books, articles, Web page contents). There
exist some relational approaches that hold extra ordering information in order to be able to
reconstruct the original XML documents, which add extra complication to the relation schema, query
processing and XML reconstruction algorithms.
Object database approaches usually treat element types as classes and elements as objects.
Attributes of elements are treated as text attributes, while the relationships between elements and
their children are treated as object referencing attributes. There are some variations of the above
schema between the various approaches. For example, in [1] and [25] all the elements are treated as
objects, even if their content is just PCDATA, i.e. mere strings. However, such a mapping requires a
lot of classes and objects, which wastes space and degrades performance, because queries have to
traverse more objects than actually needed. In X-DEVICE this problem is avoided by mapping
PCDATA elements to text attributes.
The in-lining approach that has been proposed in [23] for relational databases is followed in [10]
to avoid producing too many classes in the schema. However, the rationale for the in-lining method
in [23] was that it reduces the amount of tables and joins between them, while in object databases
there are no joins and therefore there is no rationale for using it. Furthermore, the resolution of path
expressions gets complicated since some parts of the path consist of simple attribute names, while
some others consist of path fragments that are "in-lined" as a single attribute in a great master class.
The decision on which parts are simple and which complex is based on 5 rules.
Another major issue that must be addressed by any mapping scheme is the handling of the flexible
and irregular schema of XML documents that includes alternation elements. Some mapping schemes,
such as [23], avoid handling alternation by using some simplification rules, which transform
alternation to sequence of optional elements: (X|Y)->(X?,Y?). However, this transformation,
along with some other ones, does not preserve equivalence between the original and the simplified
document. In the previous simplification rule, for example, the element declaration on the left-hand
side accepts either an X or a Y element, while the right-hand side element declaration allows also a
sequence of both elements or the absence of both.
Alternation is handled by union types in [1], which required extensions to the core object database
O2. This approach is efficient, however it is not compatible with the ODMG standard and cannot
easily be applied in other object database system. In X-DEVICE instead of implementing a union type,
we have emulated it using a special type of system-generated class that its behavior does not allow
more than one of its attributes to have a value. Furthermore, the parent-element class hosts aliases for
this system generated class, so that path resolution is facilitated.
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Logic has been used for querying semi-structured documents, in WebLog [17] for HTML
documents and in F-Logic [18] and XPathLog [19] for XML data. WebLog is a deductive Web
querying language, similar in spirit to Datalog, operating in an integrated graph-based framework.
Although its syntax resembles F-Logic, it is not fully object-oriented. Navigation along hyperlinks is
provided by built-in predicates, but navigation in the form of path expressions is not supported.
Furthermore, there is no notion of generalized path expressions. Instead, recursive Datalog-like rules
replace regular expressions over attributes, attribute variables, and path variables. X-DEVICE offers
both regular path expressions and generalized path expressions, i.e. path expressions with unknown
number and names of intermediate steps.
F-Logic and its successor XPathLog are logic-based languages for querying semi-structured data.
Their semantics are defined by bottom-up evaluation, similarly to X-DEVICE, however negation has
not been implemented. Both languages can express multiple views on XML data; XPathLog, in
addition, can export the view in the form of an XML document, much like X-DEVICE. However,
none of the languages offers incremental maintenance of materialized views when XML base data
get updated, as X-DEVICE does.
Both F-Logic and XPathLog are based on a graph data model, which can be considered as a
schema-less object-oriented (or rather frame-based) data model. However, alternation of elements is
not supported. Furthermore, F-Logic does not preserve the order of XML elements. Both languages
support path expressions and variables; XPathLog is based on the XPath language syntax [24]. The
main advantage of both languages is that, similar to X-DEVICE, they can have variables in the place
of element and/or attribute names, allowing the user to query without an exact knowledge of the
underlying schema. However, none of the languages supports generalized path expressions that XDEVICE does, which compromises their usefulness as semi-structured query languages.
3.
The Object Model of XML Data
The X-DEVICE system incorporates XML documents with a schema described through a DTD into an
object-oriented database. Specifically, XML documents (including DTD definitions) are fed into the
system. DTD definitions are translated into an object database schema that includes classes and
attributes, while XML data are translated into objects of the database. Generated classes and objects
are stored within the underlying object-oriented database ADAM ([16]).
Concerning the XML Query Data Model ([24]), X-DEVICE currently maps a subset of the model's
node types, namely: document, element, value, attribute, and node reference. The mapping between a
DTD and the object-oriented data model is done as follows:
• The document node type is represented by the xml_doc class and each document node is an
instance of this class. The attributes of this class include the URI reference of the document and
the OIDs of its root element nodes.
• Element nodes are represented as either object attributes or classes. More specifically:
If an element node has PCDATA content (without any attributes), it is represented as an
attribute of the class of its parent element node. The name of the attribute is the same as the
name of the element and its type is string.
If an element node has either a) children element nodes, or b) attribute nodes, then it is
represented as a class that is an instance of the xml_seq meta-class. The attributes of the
class include both the attributes of the element and the children element nodes. The types of
the attributes of the class are determined as follows:
- Simple character children element nodes correspond to attributes of string type.
- Attribute nodes correspond to attributes of string type.
- Children elements that are represented as objects correspond to object reference attributes.
• Value nodes are represented by the values of the object attributes. Currently, only strings and
object references are supported since DTDs do not support data types.
• Attribute nodes are represented as object attributes. For the types of the attributes, the status is the
same as for the value nodes. Attributes are distinguished from children elements through the
att_lst meta-attribute.
• Node references are represented as object references.

¾
¾
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In Appendix A there is an examples of the OODB schema that is generated using our mapping
scheme, for the DTD of the "TEXT" XML Query Use Case that can be found in [24].
There are more issues that a complete mapping scheme needs to address, except for the above
mapping rules. First, elements in a DTD can be combined through either sequencing or alternation.
Sequencing means that a certain element must include all the specified children elements with a
specified order. This is handled by the above mapping scheme through the existence of multiple
attributes in the class that represents the parent element, each for each child element of the sequence.
The order is handled outside the standard OODB model by providing a meta-attribute (elem_ord)
for the class of the element that specifies the correct ordering of the children elements. This metaattribute is used when (either whole or a part of) the original XML document is reconstructed and
returned to the user. The query language also uses it, as it will be shown later.
On the other hand, alternation means that any of the specified children elements can be included
in the parent element. Alternation is also handled outside the standard OODB model by creating a
new class for each alternation of elements, which is an instance of the xml_alt meta-class and it is
given a system-generated unique name. The attributes of this class are determined by the elements
that participate in the alternation. The types of the attributes are determined as in the sequencing
case. The structure of an alternation class may seem similar to a sequencing class, however the
behavior of alternation objects is different, because they must have a value for exactly one of the
attributes specified in the class.
The alternation class is always encapsulated in a parent element. The parent element class has an
attribute with the system-generated name of the alternation class, which should be hidden from the
user for querying the class. Therefore, a meta-attribute (alias) is provided with the aliases of this
system-generated attribute, i.e. the names of the attributes of the alternating class. Mixed content
elements are handled similarly to alternation of elements. The only difference is that one of the
alternative children elements can also be plain text (PCDATA), which is handled by creating a string
attribute of the alternation class, called '$content'.
Another issue that must be addressed is the mapping of the occurrence operators for elements,
sequences and alternations. More specifically, these operators are handled as follows:
• The "star"-symbol (*) after a child element causes the corresponding attribute of the parent
element class to be declared as an optional, multi-valued attribute.
• The "cross"-symbol (+) after a child element causes the corresponding attribute of the parent
element class to be declared as a mandatory, multi-valued attribute.
• The question mark (?) after a child element causes the corresponding attribute of the parent
element class to be declared as an optional, single-valued attribute.
• Finally, the absence of any symbol means that the corresponding attribute should be declared as a
mandatory, single-valued attribute.
The order of children element occurrences is important for XML documents, therefore the multivalued attributes are implemented as lists and not as sets.
Empty elements are treated in the above framework, depending on their internal structure. If an
empty element does not have attributes, then it is treated as a PCDATA element, i.e. it is mapped
onto a string attribute of the parent element class. The only value that this attribute can take is yes, if
the empty element is present. If the empty element is absent then the corresponding attribute does not
have a value. On the other hand, if an empty element has attributes, then is represented by a class.
Finally, unstructured elements that have content ANY are not currently treated by X-DEVICE.
4.
The Deductive XML Query Language
Currently users can query the stored XML documents using X-DEVICE by entering the query directly
in the text-based Prolog environment. The X-DEVICE query is transformed into the basic DEVICE rule
language and is executed using the system's basic inference engine. The query results are returned to
the user in the form of an XML document.
The deductive rule language of X-DEVICE supports constructs and operators for traversing and
querying tree-structured XML data, which are implemented using second-order logic syntax (i.e.
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variables can range over class and attribute names) that can also been used to integrate heterogeneous
schemata [5]. These XML-aware constructs are translated into a combination of a) a set of first-order
logic deductive rules, and/or b) a set of production rules that their conditions query the meta-classes
of the OODB, they instantiate the second-order variables, and they dynamically generate first-order
deductive rules.
Throughout this section, we will demonstrate the use of X-DEVICE for querying Web documents
in XML format using examples taken from the "TEXT" XML Query Use Case proposed by the
XML Query Working Group ([24]). This use case is based on company profiles and a set of news
documents which contain data for PR, mergers and acquisitions, etc. Given a company, the use case
illustrates several different queries for searching text in news documents and different ways of
providing query results by matching the information from the company profile and the content of the
news items. The X-DEVICE object schema for this case is shown in Appendix A.
In this section, we give a brief overview of the X-DEVICE deductive rule language. More details
about DEVICE and X-DEVICE can be found in [4], [5], [6]. Especially, the general algorithms for the
translation of the various XML-aware constructs to first-order logic have been presented in [6]. Here,
due to space limitations, we will present only few translation cases, so that the reader can have an
idea of the process.
First-Order Deductive Query Language
In X-DEVICE, deductive rules are composed of condition and conclusion, whereas the condition
defines a pattern of objects to be matched over the database and the conclusion is a derived class
template that defines the objects that should be in the database when the condition is true. The
following rule defines that an object with attribute partner=P exists in class partner_of_xyz if
there is an object with OID C in class company with an attribute name='XYZ Ltd' and an attribute
partners which points to an object of class partners which in turn has an attribute partner=P.
if C@company(name='XYZ Ltd',partner.partners ∋ P1)
then partner_of_xyz(partner:P1)

Class partner_of_xyz is a derived class, i.e. a class whose instances are derived from
deductive rules. Only one derived class template is allowed at the THEN-part (head) of a deductive
rule. However, there can exist many rules with the same derived class at the head. The final set of
derived objects is a union of the objects derived by the two rules. For example, the transitive closure
of the set of direct and indirect partners of company 'XYZ Ltd' is completed with the following
(recursive) rule:
if P@partner_of_xyz(partner:P1) and
C@company(name=P1,partner.partners ∋ P2)
then partner_of_xyz(partner:P2)

The syntax of such a rule language is first-order. Variables can appear in front of class names (e.g.
P, C), denoting OIDs of instances of the class, and inside the brackets (e.g. P1, P2), denoting attribute
values (i.e. object references and simple values, such as integers, strings, etc). Variables are
instantiated through the ':' operator when the corresponding attribute is single-valued, and the '∋'
operator when the corresponding attribute is multi-valued. Since multi-valued attributes are
implemented through lists (ordered sequences) the '∋' operator guarantees that the instantiation of
variables is done in the predetermined order stored inside the list. Conditions also can contain
comparisons between attribute values, constants and variables. Negation is also allowed if rules are
safe, i.e. variables that appear in the conclusion must also appear at least once inside a non-negated
condition.
The path expressions are composed using dots between the "steps", which are attributes of the
interconnected objects, which represent XML document elements. The innermost attribute should be
an attribute of "departing" class, i.e. partners is an attribute of class company. Moving to the left,
attributes belong to classes that represent their predecessor attributes. Notice that we have adopted a
right-to-left order of attributes, contrary to the C-like dot notation that is commonly assumed,
because we would like to stress out the functional data model origins of the underlying ADAM
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OODB [16]. Under this interpretation the chained "dotted" attributes can be seen as function
compositions.
A query is executed by submitting the set of stratified rules (or logic program) to the system,
which translates them into active rules and activates the basic events to detect changes at base data.
Data then are forwarded to the rule processor through a discrimination network (much alike in a
production system fashion). Rules are executed with fixpoint semantics (semi-naive evaluation), i.e.
rule processing terminates when no more new derivations can be made. Derived objects are
materialized and are either maintained after the query is over or discarded on user's demand. XDEVICE also supports production rules, which have at the THEN-part one or more actions expressed
in the procedural language of the underlying OODB [16].
The main advantage of the X-DEVICE system is its extensibility that allows the easy integration of
new rule types as well as transparent extensions and improvements of the rule matching and
execution phases. The current system implementation includes deductive rules for maintaining
derived and aggregate attributes. Among the optimizations of the rule condition matching is the use
of a RETE-like discrimination network, extended with re-ordering of condition elements, for
reducing time complexity and virtual-hybrid memories, for reducing space complexity [3].
Furthermore, set-oriented rule execution can be used for minimizing the number of inference cycles
(and time) for large data sets [4].
Generalized Path Expressions
X-DEVICE supports several types of path expressions into rule conditions. The previous example
demonstrated the simplest case, where all the steps of the path are known. Another case in path
expressions is when the number of steps in the path is determined, but the exact step name is not. In
this case, a variable is used instead of an attribute name. This is demonstrated by the following
example, which searches for companies that contain in any of their immediate (PCDATA) children
elements a specified string.
if C@company(A $ 'XYZ')
then a_xyz_company(company:list(C))

The ($) operator searches its right-hand-side argument (string 'XYZ') inside its left-hand-side
argument (a string attribute A). The list(C) construct in the rule conclusion denotes that the
attribute company of the derived class a_xyz_company is an attribute whose value is calculated by
the aggregate function list. This function collects all the instantiations of the variable C (since
many companies can contain the string 'XYZ' in any of their string attributes) and stores them under a
strict order into the multi-valued attribute company. More details about the implementation of
aggregate functions in X-DEVICE can be found in [4].
Variable A is in the place of an attribute name, therefore it is a second-order variable, since it
ranges over a set of attributes, and attributes are sets of things (attribute values). Deductive rules that
contain second-order variables are always translated into a set of rules whose second-order variable
has been instantiated with a constant. This is achieved by generating production rules, which query
the meta-classes of the OODB, instantiate the second-order variables, and generate deductive rules
with constants instead of second-order variables [5]. The above rule is translated as follows:
if company@xml_seq(elem_order ∋ A)
then new_rule('if C@company(A $ 'XYZ')
then a_xyz_company(company:list(C))')
=> deductive_rule

Notice that variable A is now a first-order variable in the condition of the production rule, while
the deductive rule generated by the action of the production rule has A instantiated. The above rule
will actually produce as many deductive rules, as many attribute names there are in class company.
The result consists of the union of the results of all the deductive rules.
The most interesting case of path expressions is when some part of the path is unknown, regarding
both the number and the names of intermediate steps. This is handled in X-DEVICE by using the
"star" (*) operator in place of an attribute name. Such path expressions are called "generalized". The
previous example can be re-written using the "star" (*) operator as:
if C@company(* $ 'XYZ')
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then a_xyz_company(company:list(C))

However, the semantics of the above query are significantly different, since now the search for the
'XYZ' string is not done only at the immediate children elements of company, but on any element of
the XML sub-tree that starts from the company element.
Ordering Expressions
X-DEVICE supports expressions that query an XML tree based on the ordering of elements. The
following query, taken from the "TEXT" XML Query Use Cases in [24], demonstrates X-DEVICE's
absolute numeric ordering expressions.
TEXT Case - Q5. For each news item that is relevant to the Gorilla Corporation, create an "item
summary" element. The content of the item summary is the content of the title, date, and first
paragraph of the news item, separated by periods. A news item is relevant if the name of the
company is mentioned anywhere within the content of the news item.
The above query is expressed in X-DEVICE as:
if N@news_item(title:T,*.content$'Gorilla Corporation',par.content ∋1 PAR,date:D)
then item_summary(title:T,date:D,par:PAR)

The ∋1 operator (a shortcut notation for the ∋=1 operator) is an absolute numeric ordering
expression that returns the first element of the corresponding list-attribute. More such ordering
expressions in X-DEVICE exist for every possible position inside a multi-valued attribute [6]. The
ordering expression part of the above rule is translated as follows:
if N@news_item(title:T,*.content$'Gorilla Corporation',par.content ∋ XX1,date:D)
then tmp_elem1(tmp_var1:T,tmp_var2:D,tmp_obj:list(XX1))
if XX3@tmp_elem1(tmp_var1:T,tmp_var2:D,tmp_obj:XX1) and
prolog{select_sub_list('='(1),XX1,XX2)}
then tmp_elem2(tmp_var1:T,tmp_var2:D,tmp_obj:XX2)
if XX1@tmp_elem2(tmp_var1:T,tmp_var2:D,tmp_obj ∋ PAR)
then item_summary(title:T,date:D,par:PAR)

The first rule collects all the paragraphs that satisfy the condition, the second rule isolates a sublist of all the paragraphs that satisfy the ordering expression (through the use of a Prolog goal), and
the third rule actually iterates over all qualifying results. Using Prolog goals in the rule condition, the
system can be extended with several new features. However these features are outside of the
deductive rule language and, therefore, cannot be optimized.
Exporting Results
So far, only the querying of existing XML documents through deductive rules has been discussed.
However, it is important that the results of a query can be exported as an XML document. This can
be performed in X-DEVICE by using some directives around the conclusion of a rule that defines the
top-level element of the result document. When the rule processing procedure terminates, X-DEVICE
employs an algorithm that begins with the top-level element designated with one of these directives
and navigates recursively all the referenced classes constructing a result in the form of an XML treelike document [6].
The following example demonstrates how XML documents (and DTDs) are constructed in XDEVICE for exporting them as results.
TEXT Case - Q6. Find news items where two company names and some form of the word "acquire"
appear in the title or in the same sentence in one of the paragraphs. A company name is defined as
the content of a <name>, <partner>, or <competitor> element within a <company> element.
The above query is expressed in X-DEVICE as the following logic program:
R1: if C@company(name:Name)
then company_names(name:Name)
R2: if C@company(partner.partners ∋ Name)
then company_names(name:Name)
R3: if C@company(competitor.competitors ∋ Name)
then company_names(name:Name)
R4: if C1@company_names(name:Name1) and
C2@company_names(name:Name2\=Name1) and
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N@news_item(title:T) and
prolog{contains_stems_in_same_sentence(T,Name1,Name2,'acquire')}
then result(news_item:list(N))
R5: if C1@company_names(name:Name1) and
C2@company_names(name:Name2\=Name1) and
N@news_item(par.content ∋ PAR) and
prolog{contains_stems_in_same_sentence(PAR,Name1,Name2,'acquire')}
then xml_result(result(news_item:list(N)))

Rules R1 to R3, in the above program, iterate over all company elements, their partners and
competitors and store their names in an auxiliary derived class, called company_names. Notice that
the same company name is not stored twice in company_names because the semantics of derived
classes require that not two objects with the exactly the same attribute values should exist [4]. Rules
R4 an R5 take the Cartesian product of all identified company names and try to establish an
acquisition relationship between them either in the title or in any of the paragraphs of a news item.
This is achieved through the use of contains_stems_in_same_sentence/4, a user-defined
Prolog predicate.
The keyword xml_result is a directive that indicates to the query processor that the
encapsulated derived class (result) is the answer to the query. This is especially important when
the query consists of multiple rules, as the above example. Notice that although both R4 and R5 rules
refer to the derived class result, only one of them contains the xml_result directive. However,
this is not a strict language rule; it does not matter if several rules contain the xml_result or any
other result directive ([6]), as long as the following constraints are satisfied:
• Only one type of result directive is allowed in the same query.
• Only one derived class is allowed at the result.
In order to build an XML tree as a query result, the objects that correspond to the elements must
be constructed incrementally in a bottom-up fashion, i.e. first the simple elements that are towards
the leaves of the tree are generated and then they are combined into more complex elements towards
the root of the tree. Another way to generate an XML tree as a result is to include in the result parts
of the (or even the whole) original XML document, as it is the case in the current example. The
above query produces a tree-structured XML document, with the following DTD:
<!DOCTYPE result [
<!ELEMENT result (news_item*)>
<!ELEMENT new_item ...
...
]>

Notice how the list aggregate function is used to construct XML elements with multiple
children. The definition for the news_item element is exactly the one found at the original XML
document of the "TEXT" XML Query Use Case in [24].
The following is an example of "building" an XML result from scratch.
TEXT Case - Q2. Find news items where the Foobar Corporation and one or more of its partners
are mentioned in the same paragraph and/or title. List each news item by its title and date.
The above query is expressed in X-DEVICE as the follows:
if C@company(name='Foobar Corporation',partner.partners ∋ P) and
N@news_item(title:T $ 'Foobar Corporation' & $ P,date:D)
then news_item1(title:T,date:D)
if C@company(name='Foobar Corporation',partner.partners ∋ P) and
N@news_item(title:T,*.par.content $ 'Foobar Corporation' & $ P,date:D)
then xml_result(news_item1(title:T,date:D))

The & operator denotes conjunction of attribute-testing conditions. For example, in the first rule
the title attribute should contain both the string 'Foobar Corporation' and a string P that
represents a partner of the above company. Also notice that an attribute can be simultaneously tested
and unified with a variable (title:T).
The DTD for the above query is:
<!DOCTYPE news_item1 [
<!ELEMENT news_item1 (title, date)>
<!ELEMENT title (#PCDATA)>
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<!ELEMENT date (#PCDATA)>

]>

The structure of the title and date elements is automatically determined by the type of the T
and D variables, respectively. Notice that the result generates a class/element news_item1, because
the class/element news_item already exists.
5.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have considered how Web documents, in the XML format, can be intelligently
queried and managed using the deductive object-oriented database system X-D EVICE. This has been
achieved by storing the XML documents into an OODB through automatic mapping of the schema of
the XML document (DTD) to an object schema and storing XML elements as database objects. Our
approach maps elements either as objects or attributes based on the complexity of the elements of the
DTD, without loosing the relative order of elements in the original document.
Furthermore, X-DEVICE features a deductive rule query language for expressing queries over the
stored XML data. The deductive rule language has certain constructs (such as second-order variables,
generalized path expressions and ordering expressions) for traversing tree-structured data that were
implemented by translating them into first-order deductive rules. The translation scheme is mainly
based on the querying of meta-data (meta-classes) about database objects. Comparing X-DEVICE
with other XML query languages (e.g. XQuery) seems that the high-level, declarative syntax of XDEVICE allows users to express everything that XQuery can express, in a more compact and
comprehensible way, with the powerful addition of fixpoint recursion and second-order variables.
Users can also express complex XML document views using X-DEVICE, a fact that can greatly
facilitate customizing information for e-commerce and/or e-learning [7]. Furthermore, the X-DEVICE
system offers an inference engine that supports multiple knowledge representation formalisms
(deductive, production, active rules, as well as structured objects), which can play an important role
as an infrastructure for the impending Semantic Web. Production rules can also be used for updating
an XML document inside the OODB, a feature not yet touched upon the XQuery initiative. However,
the study of using production rules for updating XML documents is outside the scope of this paper
and is a topic of future research.
Among our plans for further developing X-DEVICE is the definition of an XML-compliant syntax
for the rule/query language based on the upcoming RuleML initiative [8]. Furthermore, we plan to
extend the current mapping scheme to documents that comply with XML Schema.
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Appendix A.

X-DEVICE Object Schema for the "TEXT" DTD

xml_seq company
attributes

meta_attributes
xml_seq partners
attributes
meta_attributes
xml_seq competitors
attributes
meta_attributes
xml_seq news
attributes
meta_attributes
xml_seq news_item
attributes

meta_attributes
xml_seq content
attributes
meta_attributes

name
ticker_symbol
description
business_code
partners
competitors
elem_ord

(string,single,mandatory)
(string,single,optional)
(string,single,optional)
(string,single,mandatory)
(partners,single,optional)
(competitors,single,optional)
[name,ticker_symbol,description,business_code,partners,
competitors]

partner
elem_ord

(string,list,mandatory)
[partner]

competitor
elem_ord

(string,list,mandatory)
[competitor]

news_item
elem_ord

(news_item,list,optional)
[optional]

title
content
date
author
news_agent
elem_ord

(string,single,mandatory)
(content,single,mandatory)
(string,single,mandatory)
(string,single,optional)
(string,single,mandatory)
[title,content,date,author,news_agent]

content_alt1
elem_ord
alias

(content_alt1,list,mandatory)
[content_alt1]
[par-content_alt1,figure-content_alt1]

xml_alt content_alt1
attributes
par
figure
xml_seq par
attributes
par_alt1
meta_attributes
elem_ord
alias
xml_alt par_alt1
attributes
'$content'
quote
footnote
xml_seq figure
attributes
title
image
meta_attributes
elem_ord
xml_seq image
attributes
source
meta_attributes
elem_ord
att_lst

(par,single,optional)
(figure,single,optional)
(par_alt1,list,optional)
[par_alt1]
['$content'-par_alt1,quote-par_alt1,footnote-par_alt1]
(string,single,optional)
(string,single,optional)
(string,single,optional)
(string,single,mandatory)
(image,single,mandatory)
[title,image]
(string, single, mandatory)
[]
[source]
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